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ABSTRACT

At Long Lake Manitoba the Rice Lake greenst,ones have

had a complex structural and nretamorphíc history. A period
of isoclinal folding (Ð1) and greenschist facies metamorphism
were the earliest events. They were followed by open cross
folding (Dz) accompanied by dynamic metamorphism and reÈro-
gression of biotite to chl-orite. A period of minor kink
folding (DS) was the last event.

The development of folds during D, is not wer-r under-
stood. During Dz, folds were produced by passive slip
parallel to a well developed axial plane folj-ation (sz)

which strikes west and transects the axial_ surfaces of the
early folds. The apparent direction of tectonic transport
during D2 was parallel to minerar lineations (Lz) and

slickensides ("2') which pitch steeply to the east or west
in the plane of sr. vorcanic fragments elongated in these
directions and flattened in the plane of sz are interpreted
as possible evidence for near-vertical elongatíon and north-
south shortening of the rock mass during Dr.

The last period of deformatj-on (D3) resurted in a

conjugate set of kink folds and a series of smaIl concentric
folds in the foliation (S2). These folds were probably
produced by flexural slip on s, parallel to a set of hori-
zontal slickensides (L3).
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTTON

This study represents a geometric and kinematic

analysis of the diastrophic structures of the metamorphosed

Archean sedimentary and volcanic rocks in the Long Lake

area of Manit.oba. The geometric analysis is based on

field mapping and on the interpretation of the orientation
data from various types of s-surfaces and varj-ous types of

líneations. The kinematic analysis is based on the

character of the surfaces of deformation and the line-
ationsr orr the microscopíc fabric of the rocks and on the

shape and orientation of deformed fragments.

Location

The map-area is located about 15 miles southeast of

Bissett, Manitoba and covers about 4 square miles of

Township 22, Ranges 15 and 16, at the east end of Long

Lake (Fig. 1).

AcknowLedgments

The writer wishes to thank Professor W. C. Brisbin

for supervj-sing his work. He is indebted to Dr. W. Weber

and Dr. D. McRÍchie of the Manitoba Mines Branch for their

valuable assistance in the field and to Dr. A. Turek for

íntroducing him to computer techniques in structural
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geology. Mr. F. H. A. Campbell was very helpful in dis-
cussing the stratigraphy with the writer.

Course of Investigation

Six weeks of fiel-d work was done in the fall of

1967 and three weeks in the fall of 1968 under the auspicies

of the Manitoba Mines Branch. Laboratory work was done

during the winter months of L967 and 1968 at the Univer-

sity of Mranitoba and at the Mines Branch. Mapping \,vas

carried out to the scale of 16 inches to I mile on enlarge-

ments of air photos Nos. A 18881-218 anð, -220. No correc-

tion for distortion was made on the final maps. Structural
data was recorded in the field on a computer oriented field
data sheet (Haugh et a1., L967) and contoured stereograms

were prepared using the computer. Oriented specimens of
all rock types were collected throughout the map area and

important structural features \trere photographed or

sket.ched. fn the laboratory a number of specimens were

cut perpendicular and parallel to prominent s-surfaces

and lineations. Thirty-two oriented thin sections were

prepared and examined.

General Geology

The Long Lake map-area ís located on the southern

flank of the Rice Lake greenst,one belt in the Superior

structural province of the Canadian Shield. The belt is
composed of the Rice Lake Group of metamorphosed Archean
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sedimentary and volcanic rocks, which extend nort,hwest, from

the Ontario-Manitoba boundary to Manigotogan on Lake

Winnipeg (Fig. 1). The Greenstones are flanked by granitic
rocks on the northeast and by the English River granites

and gneisses on the southwest (Dwibedi, 1966) . The Rice

Lake Group has been intruded by numerous dykes and sills
of basic and intermediate plutonic rocks. A quartz diorite
batholith is located one half mile north of Long Lake

(Paulus, 1968).

In the Long Lake area all rock units belong to the

Rice Lake Group. They consist of meta-sediment,ary rocks

and met,amorphosed volcanic rocks (both clastics and ftows)

which have been intruded by dykes and sills of quartz

diorite, quartz-feldspar porphyry, gabbro and diabase.

The eastern part of Long Lake is in the centre of the

map-area and all rock units trend west, paralleI to the

elongate shape of the lake (Map 1). Along the north

shore of the lake there is a narrow belt of arkosic
greywacke interbedded with chert and iron formation and

basic volcanic f1ows, and intruded by numerous dykes and

sills. A unit of intermediate to acid volcanic breccias

and tuffs strikes through the lake and is best exposed on

the east shore and on a number of islands. Interbedded

greywacke, shal-e, chert and iron formatíon outcrop on a

string of islands and peninsulas along the south shore

of the lake. The area south of the lake consists of



Figure 1. Location map and general geology, (after Turek,
1968).



quartzose greywacke. onry a few narro\^/ dykes occur in the
central and southern parts of the map_area.

The Beresford Lake area which includ.es the Long Lake
area lvas mapped in 1938 by C. H. Stockwel-l (c. S. C. Map

809 A). fn the marginar- notes stockwelr indicated that
sedimentary rocks rest conformably on acid to intermediate
volcanic rocks and that tops are generally to the south.
However he did not separate arkosic greywackes from
pyroclastic rocks north of Long Lake. south of the lake
he recognized that

grain variations indicate that (sedimentary) rockshave been folded into a succession of crosäiy com-pressed isoclinal folds
and that the present area of study lies on the southwest
flank of a large anticlinal structure.

All rock types have been subject to regional meta-
morphism of the greenschist facies, and many have suffered
considerable dynamic metamorphism. euartzo_fel-dspathic
rocks have preserved most of their primary st.ructure but
basic and pelitic rocks have been converted to chlorite
and sericite schist. fn shear zones a few bands of
mylonitic schist have been developed.

The map-area i-s characterized by strong westerly
linear trends expressed by the elongate shape of the 1ake,
narro\,v bays and islands and westerly trending ridges and

depressions adjacent to the rake. These features can be

readily related to a west-st.riking, steeply dipping
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foliation. Thís foliation is ubiquitous throughout the

Long Lake area. It is d.efined by a strong rock cleavage

caused by the tabular alignment of platy minerals. Several

types of linear structures are developed on the foliation
surfaces and the foliation is occasionally kink folded.

Contacts between formations, beds and igneous bodies

strike west to northwest and generally have steep dips. In
the southern part of the map-area bedding contains numerous

major and minor folds. A large number of veins occur

throughout the area. These veins generally trend para11el

to the regj-ona1 foliation but a few veins are folded

throughout the entire area.



CHAPTER II

STRATTGRAPHY

The formational names used in this thesis have not

been published previously. They are presented here to

facil-itate the description of the structures of the rocks

in the Long Lake area. All units belong to the Rice Lake

Group (Stockwe11, L945) and all appear to be conformable.

In the map-area rocks can be divided j-nto three

formations. A west-trending unit of arkosic greywacke

which underlies the area north of Long Lake has been named

the Stormy Lake Formation after a small lake east of the

map-area. This unit faces south and overlj-es a unit of

basic volcanic rocks. The succession of pyroclastic and

epiclastic volcanic rocks also trends west and overlies

the Stormy Lake Formation. Tt outcrops on the east shore

of Long Lake and on some of the islands. This unit has

been called the Long Lake Formation. The overlying

greywacke unit south of the lake has been named the Edmunds

Lake Formation after a small lake southeast of the map-area.

The geographic location of the lakes is given in Figure 1,

and the distribution of the format.ions is depicted on Map

t.

Stormy Lake Formation (Map Unit 1)

The oldest rocks in the map-area are the arkosic
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TABLE I

FORMATÏONS
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3c

3b

3a

Long Lake

arkosic sandstone, pebble
conglomerate

quartzose greywacke

arkosic greywacke, shale,
chert, iron formation

volcanic breccia and tuff
breccia of intermediate Èo
acidj-c composition, minor
sandstone

crystal tuff of intermediate
compositíon

vo]canic breccia and tuff
breccia of intermediate
composition, minor shale
and sandstone

volcanic breccia of inter-
mediate to basic composi-
tion, minor sandstone

andesite or basalt

volcanic pisolite

íron formation

arkosic greywacke, chert,
arkose

quartz-feldspar porphyry,
quartz diorite

gabbro, diabase, diorite

o

o

.-l

ú

Lithology

2d

2c

2b

Eclmunds
Lake

2a

Intrusive Rocks

1d

1c

1b

1a

5
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greywackes interbedded with chert, iron formation, volcanic

pisolite and basic volcanic flows which are exposed on the

low-lying ouLcrops north of Long Lake. Most of the high

outcrops in this vicinity consist of meta-gabbro or quartz-

feldspar porphyry sheeÈs which have been intruded into the

Stormy Lake Formation.

The Stormy Lake Formation is characterized by the

following lithologies:

Arkosic greywacke interbedoed with chert and arkose

(map unit la) ;

Banded magnetite rich iron formation (lb);

Volcanic pisolite (1c) ;

Massive and pillowed andesite or basalt (ld).

The greywacke (1a) is grey-green to dark green on

weathered surfaces and the interbedded chert is light grey.

fn a number of the coarser beds the grain size grades from

coarse at the bottom to fine at tl:e top. The arkose is

massive and is difficult to dj-stinguish from the quartz-

diorite sills. T'he iron formation (ln¡ is black and

serves as marker beds. There are at least three units of

iron formation, each of which consists of one or two 12

inch beds. There is a single unit of volcanic pisolite

(1c) which is up to 20 feet thick. It is a tuffaceous

sedimentary rock which is composed of small ovoj-d bodies

ranging from 2 Lo 10 mm in díameter. Two or three basic

volcanic flows (ld) are intercalated with the sedimentary
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rocks. The maximum thickness of a single flow is 75 feet.
The dark green colour of these rocks suggests that they are

andesites or basalts. They are usually highly schistose.

Long Lake Formation (Map Unit 2)

The Long Lake Formation consists of layered and

massive clastic volcanic rocks. The formation is excep-

tionally wel-I exposed in the map area; the east end of Long

Lake was chosen as type section. These rocks form large

high outcrops on the east shore of the lake, north and

south of the Narrows, and on many of the islands. The

formation is light green on weathered surfaces. It con-

sists of predominantly pyroclastic rocks which can be

divided into volcanic breccia, tuff breccia and sand-size

crystal tuff. There are subordinate amounts of epiclastic
rocks which consist of tuffaceous sandstone and shale.

Mappable units of the Long Lake Formation comprise the

following lithologies :

Volcanic breccia with j-ntermediate to basic fragments

(map unit 2a) ¡

Volcanic breccia (Fig. 2 ) and tuf f breccj-a (Fig. 3 )

with intermediate fragments (map unit 2b) t

Crystal tuff (map unit 2c);

Volcanic breccia and tuff breccia with intermediate

and acidic fragments (Figs. 4 and 5, map unit 2d).

Basic fragments are confined to the basal zone of
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the formation and to several beds north of the Narrows.

Breccias with intermediate fragments (2b) and the cryst,al

tuff lZc) are interlayered. Ho\iüever, the crystal tuff is
confined to the east shore of the lake and to several

islands and is absent at the Narrows. Acidic fragments

occur only near the top of the formation. Thin lenses of

tuffaceous sandstone and shale occur sporadically throughout

the Long Lake Formation.

Edmunds Lake Format.ion (Map Unit 3)

Conformably overlying the Long Lake Formation is the

Edmunds Lake Formation which consj-sts of quartzose greywacke

in the centre of the unit and of greywacke, shale, chert

and iron formation at the base of the unit. This formation

outcrops south of Long Lake and on several islands but is
especially well exposed in an area south of the lake which

has been burned over by a forest fire. The colour of

weathered surfaces varies from buff for the sandy layers

to dark grey for the shaly layers.

The part of. the Edmunds Lake Formation which is
exposed in the map-area is characterized by the following
lithologies:

Interbedded arkosic greywacke and shale with isolated
lenses of chert and iron formation (map unit 3a);

Quartzose greywacke with isolated beds of shale and

sandstone (map unit 3b);

Massive arkosic sandstone and pebble conglomerate
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(map unit 3c) ;

Greywacke, shale, chert and iron formation (3a)

overlie the Long Lake Formation and the entire assemblage

varies in thickness from less than 100 feet in the western

part of the map-area to over 300 feet in the eastern part
of the area. The lower 50 feet of this unit consist

mainly of shale and near the top of the unit greywacke

predominates. These rocks are well bedded and many beds

grade from sandstone to shale. The composition of clasts
in the sandy beds ranges from predominantly feldspar at

the base of the unit to predominantly quartz at the top.

Shale and greywacke (3a) grade upwards into quartzose

greywacke (3n¡. These strata are vertically and laterally
uniform. Holn/ever, they contain several beds of coarse

arkosic sandstone (3c) about 1000 feet south of Long Lake

and there is an isolated occurrence of conglomerate (3c)

farther east. The greywacke is well bedded and most beds

are graded. Quartz and feldspar clasts comprise 25 to 75

per cent of the rock and quartz-feldspar rat.ios range from

5:l to 10:1. The matríx contains sericite, biotite and

minor amounts of chlorite, calcite and iron oxides.

Tntrusive Rocks

Over 50 per cent of the area north of the lake is
underlain by intermediate and basic intrusions whereas

south of the lake only a few narrow bodies of diabase have
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been found.

The basic intrusions are concordant with the bedding

and vary in thickness from 1 foot to 500 feet. They are of

mainly gabbroic composition. Only the large sill at the

north shore of the lake is partly dioritic.

The basic intrusive rocks are cut by younger dykes

of quartz-fe,ldspar porphyry and quartz diorite which are

generally subparallel to the bedding. Many cf them show

chilling against the gabbroic bodies and occasionally

quartz-diorite dykes have porphyritic margins.

Veins

Several types of veins occur throughout the map-area.

The vein material- is commonly quartz but. a few veins con-

sist of calcite and some quartz veins have accessory

calcite and chlorite. In the northern part of the area

some larger veins near a white quartz stockwork contaín

accessory pyrite. Elsewhere, quart-z veins are typically

smoky black and barren.
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META}IORPHISM

Thirty-two oriented thin sections were prepared from

specimens of the major rock types. Most sections were cut.

parallel to the mineral lineation and perpend.icular to the

foliation.

Petrography

The mineral assemblage of the Stormy Lake and the

Long Lake Formations is quartz, sodj-c plagioclase, sericite,
chlorite, with accessory calcite, epidote magnetite and

leucoxene. The same assemblage with the addition of up to

20 per cent biotite is found in the Edmunds Lake Formation.

Textures indicate that the biotite is not stable.

Flakes are generally bent and fragmented. They are

strained and their edges are often bl-eached. Chlorite is
pseudomorphic after biotite or party replaces ít (Fig. 6).

Altered flakes of biotite lie in the plane of the folia-

tion but relict patches of well shaped flakes form an

interlocking texture with quartz (Figs. 6, 7). These

flakes are darker brown than the fragmented biotite and

their margins are not bleached. However, some of them are

partly replaced by chlorite.

Sericite always has a pronounced tabular alignment.

It is curved around phenocrysts and clastic arains, to form
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z Figure 6. Late

metamorphic
chlorite and
calcite.
Biotite is

hI strained and
relict patches
of biotite
occur in
chlorite (lower
right). Speci-
men L22L,
Edmunds Lake
greywacke, cut
perpendicular
to foliation.

Figure 7. Augen
structures;
Sericite curves
around larger
mineral grains
and chlorite
grows.in pressure
shadows. Speci-
men 1153,
Edmunds Lake
greywacke, cut
perpendicular
to foliation,
and parallel to
lineation.
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augen structures (Fig. a). Chlorite has a linear and

tabular . alignment (Figs. 9 , 10 ) . Large wel-1 formed blades

of chlorite gre\,v in the pressure shadows of competent

grains and form part of a mineral lineation (Figs. 9, 11) .

Other plates which are probably pseudomorphic after biotite
have no preferred alignment (Fig. 6). Actinolite occurs

in sma1l clusters of needles cutting across the other

grain boundaries wíth a fabric parallel to the chlorite
lineation (Fí9. 11).

Quartz grains and feldspar phenocrysts appear to be

primary minerals and are generally unaltered. Subhedral

plagioclcase is occasionally still zoned. Tn well foliated
specimens wj-th cataclastic textures large grains of quartz

and feldspar are partly crushed and rounded (Fig. B).

Highly sheared rocks have flaser structures in which

flattened spindles of crushed material have a tabular and

lj-near alignment.

Discussion

The míneralogy and textures of these rocks indicate

that all units have been subjected to greenschist facies

regional metamorphism. However, biotite is restricted to

the Edmunds Lake Formation and its textures suggest that it

is unstable. Biotite appears to have formed in the quartz-

albite-epidote-biotite subfacies. Sericite, chlorite and

calcite which form the regional foliatÍon seem to have
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Figure 8. Augen
structure.
Crushed material
and calcite
occur in the
pressure Shadows"
Specimen 1395,
Long Lake tuff
breccia, cut
perpendicular
to foliation
and parallel to
lineation.

Figure 9. Augen
structure.
Crushed material
and chlorite
occurs in the
pressure shadows.
Specimen 1019,
Long Lake tuff
breccia, cut
perpendicular
to the foliation
and parallel to
the lineation.
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Figure 10. Cata-
clast.ic and
schistose
textures" Speci-
men l0I9 (as
Figure 9), cut
perpendicular
to lineation
and foliation.

\,þ
)r,

Td
ri'4
j¡
\j,

ìox
ì(ù

Y:I
lr o'
3no

ff

Figure 11. Mineral
lineation of
acicular actino-
Iite and bladed
chlorite.
(Lineation is
indicated from
top to bottom
of page. )

. Sericite curves
around mineral
grains. Speci-
men 1019 (as
Figure 9) , cut
parallel to
foliation.



developed retrogressívely during

\^/as apparently partly altered to

gression.
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the cataclasis. Biotite

chl-orite during the retro-



CHAPTER IV

STRUCTURE

This chapter presents a description of the tectonic

elements and d.iastrophic structures in terms of their
distribution in the Long Lake area and their charact.eris-

tics as observed in the field and in thin sections.

Evidence for the relative ages of s-surfaces, lineations
and folds is presented and is used as a basis for a system

of structural nomenclature.

Structural E]ements

Bedding

Bedding is preserved in al-l but the most highly

sheared rocks. The Stormy Lake Formation is well bedded

to massive. Líght coloured cherty layers are usually most

conspicuous in the field. fn a number of sandy beds grain

variations from coarse on the bottom to fine at the top

are evident. The Long Lake Formation is generally massive

but there are several lenses of sandy and conglomerat,ic

material near its base. Lenses of basi-c tuff and contacts

between flow units and cooling units are considered bedding

planes in the, main part of this formation. The Edmunds

Lake Formation is well bedded and the direction of facing

can be determinecl from graded bedding on most outcrops.
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Veins

Veins occur throughout the map-area. They are often

parallel to the foliation or to the bedding but some are

oriented oblíquely to these s-surfaces. The veíns vary in
wid.th from L/B inch to over 12 inches; they pinch and swell

and are often discontinuous.

Fol-iation

There is a well developed penetrative foliation
throughout the entire map-area. On outcrops it appears as

a taÏ¡ular mineral alignment or as a set of closely spaced,

subparallel fractures that strike west and dip steeply to
the north. Occasionally, the foliatíon occurs as a slip
cleavage along which the bedding is displaced (Figs. I6a,

16d, 19). Apparent lateral movement can be dexteral or

sinistral.

The foliation is not uniformly developed everywhere.

Crystal tuff and tuff breccia in the ceátre of the Long

Lake Formation are usually weakly foliated and basic rocks

in the Stormy Lake Formatj-on are often well foliated. Shear

zones occur where the foliation is exceptionally well
developed. The most prominant shear zone trends east-

southeast from the Narrows (Map 2). Another shear zone

follows the north shore of the l-ake, south of a prominent

gabbro siIl. Highly sheared rocks are highly fissile and

always cleave along the foliation. The bedding is para1le1
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to the foliation i-n these rocks. Weaker shear zones occur

along the upper and lower contacts of the Long Lake Forma*

tion and along several dykes in the northern part of the

map-area. The rocks are moderately fissile in these

vicinities.

In thin sectj-on the foliation appears as the preferred

plane of orientation of sericite and chlorite. Clastic
grains and phenocrysts are slightly rounded and they are

partly crushed (Fig. 7). In weakly foliated specimens,,

mortar texture is common and in highly sheared rocks flaser
structure and zones of crushed material occur (Fig. 8).

Sheared basic rocks have an extremely well developed

lepidoblastic texture of chlorite with na.rrow lenses of
calcite lying in the plane of the foliation. A specimen

tal<en from one of the shear zones is a mylonitic schist.
It is a finely laminated flinty rock in which the platy
minerals have a perfect tabular alignment and other minerals

are crushed.

Strain-slip Cleavage

A non-penetrative strain-slip cleavage occurs

sporadically where the regional foliation is well developed.

It dips steeply and has a variable stríke. On outcrops it
appears as a set of slip surfaces cutting the foliation or

as narrow zones sharply flexuring the fol-iation (Fig. 14).

Cleavage planes are from I/B inch to I inch apart. In one
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thin section the strain-slip cleavage appears as narro\^i

kink bands in the foliation. Vüithin the kink zones calcite
has recrystallized and fills small tension gashes where the

fol-iation has been dilated. lfhere strain-s1ip was intense

the platy minerals are oriented parallel to the new

cleavage.

Fracture Cleavage

A set of short fractures which are f.rom I/2 inch to
several- inches apart occur in the competent layers and in
the competent fragments in the shear zones. There is no

apparent lateral movement on these fractures but they are

slightly dilated and are occasionally fi1led with caLcite.

This cleavage is often oriented perpendicular to the folia-
tion or at about 45 degrees to it (Figs. 4, 5).

Joints

Joints occur in all rock types but they are best

developed in the intermediate volcanic rocks and the

intrusive rocks. There appear to be three sets of joints

in the map-area. One set, which is spaced from 3 inches to

3 feet, has a steep dip and strikes roughly perpendicular

to the foliation. Two, more widely spaced sets of joints

dip steeply and strike about 45 degrees to the foliation.
Other joints have an apparently random orientation:,

Mineral Lineations
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Throughout the map-area small patches of ch,lorite,

needles of actinolite and crushed grains of quartz and

feldspar have a tabular and línear alignment in the plane

of the foliation. Pieces of broken crystals tend to
accumulate in the pressure shadows of the larger grains

and blades of chlorite and crystalloblastic calcite groul

preferentially in the same pressure shadows (Figs. 7 to
11). F1akes of sericite often curve around the large grains

and give the rocks a distinct augen structure with a linear
fabric.

Fragment Lineations

Volcanic fragments and sedimentary intraclasts are

cleformed into triaxial ellipsoids throughout most of the

map-area. The intermediate axes of these eltipsoids appear

to lie in the plane of the foliation and the long axes

appear to be subparallel to the mineral Ii-neatj-on which lies
in the foliation. An attempt was made to measure the long

axes independently where fragments rích in chlorite and

cal-cite have been weathered out and form ellipsoidal holes

at the edge of Long Lake. However, the weathering process

may have been affected by the foliation such that, sma1l

angles between the long axes of the fragments and the plane

of the foliation are not apparent. Dtrevertheless, there is
a good correspondence between the attitude of the mineral

l-ineations and the pitch of the apparent long axes of the
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fragments in the foliation. To reduce the reading error

and the error introduced by the original shape of the frag-

ments, âfl average of f ive or ten attitudes \^ras taken on

each outcrop. The fragment lineation is defined by the

long axes of ellipsoidal holes and is plot.ted on Irîap 2.

The attitude of the plane containing the long and

the intermediate axes of the ellipsoidal holes rvas measured

by aligning a clip board with the longest horizonÈal

direction and the plunging long axis. The poles to these

planes are the short axes of the ellipsoidal holes.

Slickensides

Sl-ickenside lineations were measured on many well

developed foliation surfaces. There are two sets, one of

which is paraIlel to the mineral lineations and another set

of finer slickensides which is almost horizontal. The

plunging slickensides occur in the entíre area; the shallow

slickensj-des are restricted to the strongly foliated rocks.

Folds

Folds in the Foliatíon

Where the regional foliation is wel-I developed it is

folded int,o a set of steeply plunging kinks and sma1l con-

centric folds. These structures are most abundant. in the

shear zone which runs from the Narrows to the mouth of the

Manigotogan River. However, a few kinks are found scattered
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throughout the entire map-area. They are minor structures

and generally have a relief of less than 6 inches (Fig. L2\.

one exceptionally large kink fold with 6 feet relief occurs

in the Edmunds Lake greywacke. In the schistose rocks in

which kinks are most abundant the relief is usually 1 or 2

inches. Kink bands often die out after a short distance
1

and their right sections* often have a concentric style.

Their hínges are sharp but some true concentric folds with

the same orientation as adjacent kinks have been found

(Figs. I3c, 13d). There are a few chevron style folds but

most kinks are asymmetrical. Right-hand kink bands (with

Z asymmetry) strike northeast and left-hand kink bands

(with S asymmetry) strike northwest. Where they occur

together conjugate fofds are formed (Fig;. 13 a-c).

Folds in Veins

Many vej-ns are subparallel to the foliation and are

not folded but veins which are oblique to the foliation are

frequently folded in all parts of the map-area. These folds

are small-scal-e structures which have a reLief ranging from

a fraction of one ínch to severaf feet. Each vein defines

a parallel fold with little thickening in the hinge area

(Fig. 15a). However, several paral1el veins that have been

deformed together have a nearly similar profile (Fig. L7).

lsections normal to the hinge lines.
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sections of kink folds in the foliation"
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C.

Conjugate kink foIds.

Conjugate concentric
fold.

Figure 13.
in the

Right sections
foliation.

d.

of third generation structures

Concentric fold with
axial plane strain-
slip cleavage.
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c:. Straín-slip cleavage
passing into fracture
cleavage in a comPetent
fragnnent"

Kink fold with axial
plane cleavage"

Figure 14. Right sections of third generation structures
in the foliation.
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d. Coarse strain-sliP
cleavage cutting
foliation.



a. Quartz vein in greywacke
folded during the second
period of deformation.
Plunge is to the west at
60o. The foliation
strikes west, paralle1
to the axial planes of
the folds.
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'b. Tight first generation
fold in quartz rich
greywacke (light) and
shaly greywacke (dashed).
Dashes indicate folia-
tion transecting the
axial surface. Tops are
indicated by arrolvs" See
also Figure 2L.
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c. Hook shaped interference structures of first and second
generation folds in quartzose greywacke (light) and
shaly greywacke (dashed). Dashes indicate foliation
parallel to axial planes of the cross folds. Tops
are indicated by arrows.

Figure 15. Oblique sectíons of first and second generation
folds in Edmunds Lake greywacke.
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The angle of closure and the symmetry of the folds in the

veins is highly variable. Their axial planes strike west

and dip steeply to the northn parallel to the regional

f ol-iation.

Folds in Bedding

fn the St,ormy Lake and the Long Lake Formations the

bedding is only gently warped.br:tthe Edmunds Lake greywacke

is isoclinally folded. fn the burned-over area the grey-

wacke is disposed ín a series of t.ightty appressed synclines

and anticlines which can be mapped where the direction of

facing of the graded beds is apparent. The axial surfaces

of these folds are 25 to 500 feet apart. Isoclines occur

also j-n the southeast and southwest corners of the map-area

(Map 2). The limbs and axial surfaces of these folds are

curviplanar and strike west or northwest and dip northeast.

The attitudes of opposite limbs differ by only a few degrees.

Minor folds in the bedding are also restricted t'o

the Edmunds Lake Formation. These minor folds are nearly

similar, their relief is less than 3 feet and they have

variable angles of closure. Their axial planes strike

west and dip steeply to the north, para1le1 to the regj-onal

foliation. These characteristics are illustrated in

Figures 16a, l6b, 18 and 19. They are predominantly Z-

shaped structures ie. fold pairs with dextral asymmetry

such as in Figure lB. Their plunge varíes but it is

32
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Second generation minor
fold and disôrete dis-
placements in the
bedding of greywacke.
The axial plane folia-
tion (indicated by
dashes) is the slip
surface. The horizontal
elongation of the intra-
clasts is parallel to
its strike.
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Typical second genera-
tÍon fold ín greywacke.
The style is nearly
similar and the axial
planes are parallel to
the foliation (indicated
by dashes).

c.

__
- 

-r=.{=_

Pich structure in grey-
wacke is probably a
second generation fo1d.
The foliation is indi-
cated by dashes. The
plunge is unknown.

FÍgure 16. Oblique sections
Edmunds Lake greywaeke.
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lff
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d. Swell structure in grey-
wacke is probably a
second generation fold
with similar style. The
foliation is indicated
by dashes. The plunge
is unknown.

=

of second generation folds in
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predominantly at a moderate angle towards the east. Where

the bedding is parallel to the foliation no folds occur in
the bedding. Where the angle between the foliation and the

bedding is smallo such as on the north shore of the burned-

over area, a type of pinch and swêll structure occurs (Figs.

16c and 16d).

South of the Narro\^rs, just, east of the power líne,
small hook-shaped minor structures seem to be part of an

interference pattern that was formed by cross folding (Fig.

15c). These structures occur in the hinge area of a very

narrolv isoclinal fold about 20 feet south of the trough

line of a major isocline. I,iinor similar folds are developed

in the bedding on the same outcrop. The hook structures

occur where the small símilar folds interfere with the

narrow isoclinaL folds.
Diamond shaped. structures in the centre of the

burned-over area also suggest cross folo.ing (Fig. 20) as do

the axial- surfaces of the isoclinal folds which have the

shape of a fold pair with Z asymmetry. The traces of the

axial surfaces of the cross-folded isoclines are d.epicted

on Map 2 on which their open Z-shape is apparent. The

relief of the cross-fold pair is about 750 feet. There is

an abundance of small similar folds on the limbs of the

stru-cture. Small Z-shaped fold pairs occur on the long

f.imbs and S- and Z-shaped fold pairs occur on the common

limb. Vfhere the bedding dips and f aces northeast smal-l
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synclines and anticl-ines are developed but where the bedding

is overturned and faces southwest small synclinal antíforms

and anticl-inal synf orms are developed.

Relative Age Relationships

The regional foliation is the most prominant s-surface

in the Long Lake area. Its development is a convenient time

indicator in the evol-uLion of the díastrophic structures in

the area. The joints, the kinks and af.t" non-penetrative

cleavages postdate its development. One generation of folds

was formed during its development and another generation of

folds preceded it.

Structures Postdating the Foliation

The joints, the fracture cleavage and the straj-n-slip

cleavage all cut across the foliation. The joints transect

all other structural elements and the majority is probably

the youngest structural element in the Long Lake area. The

non-penetrative cleavages postdate the foliation and the

horizontal slickensides are superimposed upon al1 other

lineations.

These late structura-l elements are geometrically

related to the kink folds and to the small concenÈric folds

in the foliation. The strain-s}ip cleavage is in the axial

plane of the concentric folds and it is subparallel to the

kink zones (Figs. 13d , LAa, 14b) . Both the kink bands anci
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the strain-s1ip cleavage form a conjugate set. Occasionally

the fracture cleavage forms a conjugate set parallel t,o the

strain-slip cleavage (Figs. 4, 5). The horizontal slicken-
sides are often perpendicular to the axes of the kink folds.
The fact that the l-ate structural elements and the kinks

are almost entirely restricted to the same zone which runs

from the Narrows to the mouth of the Manigotogan River

suggests that tliey are interrelated features.

Structures Related to the Foliation

The foliation is geometri-cally related to the mineral

lineations, to the plunging slickensides tc¡ the deformed-

fragment lineat,ions and to the similar fold.s in the bedding

and in the veins. All these structural features are found

throughout the entire map-area and all occur most fre-
quently where the foliatíon is e:<ceptionally well developed.

The mineral lineations and the slickensides are ín the

foliation surface and they are parall-el to the pitch of the

apparent long axes of the deformed fragments. The axial
planes of the folds are parallel to the foliation and

displacements in the layering are along the foliat,ion. In

the skrear zones the bedding is parallel to the foliation.

Structures Predatj-ng the Foliation

TLre foliation cuts across the axial planes of some

of the isoclinal folds in the bedding of the Edmun<Ís Lake

Formation. A closure exposed on the south shore of Long
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Lake is cut obliquely by the foliation índicating that the

tight fords were formed before the foliation was deveroped

(Figs. 15b, 2L). rn the centre of the burned--over area the

axial planes of the small simiiar folos in the bedo.ing cut
across the axial surfaces of the isoclinal folds indicating
that the isocrines \^iere formed. before the similar fords,
related to the foliation, !\iere developed. The similar fotcls

were superimposed upon the isoclines and the isoclj-nes were

warped into an open Z shape.

Summary

The relative age relat.ionships of the structural
features at Long Lake suggest that there are three genera-

tions of folds developed during three separate periods of
deformation. During the first period of d.eformation the

Edmunds Lake Formation r^zas tightly forded. During the

second period of d-eformation the Edmunds Lake Formation was

cross forded and small similar fords !\iere formed in the

veins throughout the entire area. A penetrative axial plane

foliation was developed at that time. During the third
period of deformatíon kink folds and small- concentric folds
were formed. in the foliation and several types of nc¡n-

penetrative cleavages were developed.

The age relationships of the structural features and

descriptions of folds are given in Table II.



TABLE ÏÏ

AGE RELATTONSTiIPS OF STRUCTURAL FEATURES

Period
of Genera-'

deforma- tj-on of Def ormed Fold Fold Fold Surf ace (s ) Lineation (s )tion foldÈ surface style closure symmetry developed developed

T-' ç bedding unknown isoclinal unknown none or none or"r -1
destroyed destroyed.

D. f. bedding similar variable, variable, foliation mineral line-¿ ¿ a _ --l-_---veins mainly open mainly z* ations, slicken-
shaped sioes, fragment

lineations

D" f" bedding kink variable variable strain-s1ip sli,ckensidesJ J veins concentrj-c cleavage,
foliation chevron fracture

conjugate cleavage

rÞ
ts
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Nomenclature

s-surfaces and li-neations are given chronological
subscripts according to the age relatj-onships given in this
chapter. Bedding is designated by So and veins by So'.
Tectonic elements associated with a specific period of
deformation are given the same subscripts as the folds
produced during that event as indicated on Tables Tr and

IÏÏ.

TABLE IIT

NOMENCLATURE OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS

bedding. . So

veins. . . So'

foliation. SZ

strain-slip cleavage S¡

fracture cleavage. . . 53'

joints S¿

mineral lineations L2

plunging slickensides. . . L2,

fragment lineation 
"2"

horizontal slickensides. L^



CHAPTER V

GEOMETRIC ANALYSIS

This chapter presents a geometric analysis of the

data coll-ected for all of the structural elements.

The map-area was divided into the three main litho-
logical subareas: Subarea T, the Stormy Lake Formation;

Subarea II, the Long Lake Formation; Subarea III, the

burned-over area, covering part of the Edmunds Lake Forma-

tion. These subareas are outlined on FJ-gure 22. fn this
chapter they are used to trace the varíations of the

attitudes of several structural elements and to compare the

attitudes on synoptic diagrams. Some structural elements

occur only in a single subarea.

Orientation Data

Subarea I

form a

NBoou

Poles to bedding (So) in the Stormy Lake Formation

single maximum concentration giving a strike of

and a dip of 85o s (Fig. 22a).

The foliation (S2) strikes west and dips 85o N.

lineat,ions (L2\ and slickensides (f,Z') plunge

to the west (Fig. 22b) .

t{ineral

steeply

Subarea II

Poles to bedding (So) in the Long Lake Formation
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produce a maximum with a strike to the west and. a dip of

Boo ¡l (Fig. 22c) .

T'he foliation (S2) strikes west and dips g5o U.

Mineral lineations (tZ) plunge to the east; the maximum

plunges 650 to N B2o n. Slickensides fall into t\^/o concen-

trations . LZ' slickensides are parallel to Lr; L, slicken-
sides plunge at a shallow angle to the east or west (Fig.

22d) .

The fragment lineation (L2", the long axes of

ellipsoidal holes) is subparallel Lo Lrrand the short axes

of the holes (Fig. 22e) are perpendicular to SZ (Fig. Z2d) .

su.oarea -L-Lf

Although poles to So are scattered (Fig. 23a) , they

lie roughly along a partial great circle that has a ï a¡is
plunging approximately 50o to t{ BZo p. Tn this girdle is
a maximum with the bed.ding striking west and dipping

steeply to the north.

S,, (Fig. 23d) and the axial planes of simj-lar folds¿

in the bedding (Fig. 23e) also strike west and d.ip steeply

to the north. Minor fold axes generalty plunge east at a

moderate angle but several plunge more steeply and a few

plunge steeply to the west. Nevertheless, the most fre-
quent plunge is about 45o to the east and almost coincides

with the î axis of poles to So.

Mineral lineations (L2) and fragment lineations ("2")

have an average plunge of about 600 to the east. The



a. BEDDING (So), 46 poles

FOLIATION (s2), 14 pol.es (contoured)
MINERAL LINEAÎIONS (r,z) (¿ots)
SLICKENSIDES (L2' and Lr) (orosses)

ì.::a¡.¡i

ST'BAREAS

d. ¡'oI,r,ATrou (s2), J12-poleË (contoured) e" DEFORMED FRAGI/IENTS (L2")
MINERAL LINEATIoNS (r.z) (oots) Lona axes- 35 ldorsì-'
SIICIç¡NSIDES (t2r and L5) (crosses) Snoit axei,-ãg '(rinå")

Figure 22. Lower hemisphere, equal-area stereograms of
Subareas I and II. Contours: 1% , '12, 30?.

g. BEDDING (Sg), 14 po3.es
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slickensides plunge to the east or the southeast. Some of
them are paralleI to L, and others have a shallower plunge

(Fis. 23d).

The poles to the beds (So) facing northeast are

plotted on Figure 23b and the poles to the southwest facing

beds (So) are plotted on Figure 23c. These beds are from

the upright and the overturned limbs of the ft isoclines
respectively. The figures show that the pcles fa1l into
nearly identical partial n-girdle distributions in either
case, that the fl folds are true isoclines, and that both

sets of ft limbs are cross fol-ded about an easterly
plunging axis.

Total Map-area

Figure 24a indicates that the variation of ttre

attitude of the foliation (S2) is sma1l throughout the map-

area. The most frequent strike of SZ is N 84o W and the

dip is B4o ¡1. The pitch of the mineral- Iineations (Lr) in
the foliation is more variable but there is a maximum at

630 to the east.

Fj-gures 24b and 24c show that the mean attitude of
the veins (So') is the same as the attitude of S' that
the axial planes of the folds in So' are paralle1 to 52,

and that the axis of these folds pitch at various angles

in 52.

The kinks and concentric folds (shown in Figure 24d)
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and the strain-slip cleavage (shown in Figure 24e\ have

developed in two directions forming conjugate sets with
nearJ-y the same respective orientations. The attitudes of
the axial planes of the fords vary considerably. However,

the most frequent strike of the axiar planes of right-hand
folds is N 74o n and the dip is B0o Nw. The axial planes

of left-hand folds commonly st.rike N l4o w and dip g3o sw.

Their average dihedral angle is 93o. Right-hand and left-
hand kinks occur with approximately the same frequency but
most concentríc folds are right-hand structures (with z

asymmetry) and their axi-al planes trend northeast. The

two directions of strain-slip cleavage strike N 44o n and

N 2Bo w and 7Bo nw and BBo sw respectively. The northeast
striking cleavage is much better developed and lies in the

axial plane of some concentric folds. However, both

directions of cleavage are paralrel to the kink zones.

Slickensides (shown on Figure 24f) fall into two

concentrations. one group (rz') plunges to the east or

steeply to the west, paral1e1 to the mineral lineation
(L2) , and another group (t3) plunges at a very shallow

angle to the east or to the west.

Figures 25a and 25b indicate that the fracture
cleavage (s¡') and the joints (s4) generally have a steep

dip but that their strike is variable. There is a slight
predominance of 53' that strike northwest and a possible
predominance of S¿ that strike north.
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Synopsis

ff the most frequent attitudes of So from each sub-

area are superimposed on a synopÈic stereogram (Fig. 25c),

they are found to intersect on a ß axis that plunges to the

east at 50o. This axis coincides with the average ford
axis in subarea rrr. Even though no mj-nor folds in so were

observed in the northern subareas, it appears that through-

out the entire map-area, rocks were cyríndrically folded.

about an axis that plunges at 50o to the east. The pitches
of a few axes of minor folds ín so are scattered in the

axial p1ane, Icut this may be expected in a cross-folded
terrain. Figures 23e and 25c indicate that statistically
the bedding in the Long Lake area is fold.ed about a
single axis.

Although the veins (So,) are frequently paral1e1 to
s^ there is a significant variation in their attitude. Theo

axial planes of the minor folds in so' are always parallel
to S, but the fold axes pitch at various angles in SZ and

suggest that they lie on the intersection of So'and Sr.

The pitch of the mineral lineation (L) ín the map-

area also shows a variation. L2 forms a broad maximum that
plunges to the east at 630; however, in Sul:area I L2

plunges west at about 70o. The average plunge of the

fragnnent lineations ("2") and the plunging sr-ickensid.es

(l,Z') is also to the east, and on each outcrop it is
paraIlel to L, . Ivlap 2 reveals that south of the lake, all
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the lineations formed d.uring D, plunge to the east at about

600; northwards across the lake they become gradually

steeper until they plunge to the westr orr the north shore

of the l-ake.

The geometric relationships of the structural elements

and the folds formed during D, are revealed in Figures 24d

Lo 24f. There are insufficient attitudes of the strain-
slip cleavage (S3) to measure its mean orientation
accurately. However, the figures support the field
evidence that S, and the axial planes of the f: folds form

conjugate sets with simil-ar orientations. The axes of the

fg folds tend to be steep. They are statistically perpen-

dicular to the horizontal sl-ickensides.

The fracture cleavage (Sg') and the joints (S4) do

not produce sharp maxima in Figures 25a and 25b. The

joints tend to be perpendicular to Sr.

Tnterpretation

The geometry of the structural features at Long Lake

is consistent with the hypothesis that there are three

generations of folds resulting from three corresponding

periods of deformation.

Folds in the Beddinq

Most bedding pl.anes (So) are

about axes that plunge to the east.

cylindrically folded

However, in Subarea
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IIT the direction of facing of the beds is not related to
this geometry. Upright and overturned beds are parallel to
each other and their poles are distributed along nearly
identical T circles. This geometry and the fiel-d evidence

indicate that there was an early period of isoclinal
folding (Df) followed by a period of cross folding (DZ)

during which the upright limbs, the overturned limbs and

the axial planes of the isoclines \^rere folded about axes

which plunge to the east. The isoclinal folds (ff) are

readily identified from graded bedding in the Edmunds Lake

Formation. The cross folding is most. obvious in the centre

of the burned-over area rvhere the large open Z-shaped

structure is superimposed upon the isoclines (see l1ap 2).
The orientation data on Figure 23 indicates that the Z-

shaped fold pair plunges to the east at about 5Oo. Its
Iong limbs are subparallel to the foliation (S2) and

produce a maximum concentration of poles to So near the

maximum of poles to 52. The common limb produces the

partj-al r girdle distribution of poles. The smaLl angle

of closure of this fold restricts the poles almost entirely
to the southwest quadrant of the stereonet.

The orientation data on Figure 23 also indicates

that the small similar folds (fZ) are coaxial \,rith the

large Z fold-pair and suggests that the smal-l folds are

parasitic folds on the larger structure. Tf this is so

the axial planes of the Z fold-pair probably strike west
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and dip steeply to the north and the folds must have formed

during Dr. This is not immediately apparent in the field
because of the smal-l angle of closure of the structure.

ft was shown in chapter III that the minor similar
folds (f) in the bedding interfere with the isoclinaL
folds (fl) and that their axial planes and axial plane

fol-iation (s2) cut obriquely across the isoclines. Figure

23 indicates that the present geometry of so is an inter-
ference pattern of ft and fz folds. The synoptic diagram

(Fig. 25c) suggests that the entire map-area is cylindri-
cal1y folded. Consequently the bedding must have been

parallel j-n all subareas at the onset of the Dz deformation

as j-t would have been if the ft folds had been isoclinal.

Folds in Veins

similar folds (f ) in the bedding (so) are rest,ricted
to the Edmunds Lake Formation. However, fZ folds in the

veins (So') occur throughout the map-area and indicate
that the DZ deformation was pervasive. So' is the only

folded surface in subareas f and rr probably because so is
almost parallel to S, and may have been deformed without
producing visible folds.

Folds in Fol-iation

SZ is folded only in
exceptionally well developed

Kinks and other f¡ folds are

restricted zones where it is
and only on a minor scale.

never mappable and do not



affect the geometry of the major

Figure 25d indicates that
of S^ are small.

¿

units.

variations in the attitude
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a. ¡IRACTURE CLEAVAGE (Srr ) b. JoINTS, 264 polesþa)
26 poLes

' (a, b) Total map-area, Contours Leo, 72.
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c. MOST T.BTSUENT ATTITT'DE

0F BEDDTNG (So)

Subareas I, II and III

Figure 25. Lower hemisphere, equal-area stereograms.

(c, d) Synoptic diagrams,
total map-area.

d. MOST FREQT'ENT ATTITT'DE

oF FOLIATIoN (s2)

SUbareas I, II and III



CHAPTER VI

I(ÏNEMAT]C ANALYSfS

First Gener.ation Folds

The first generation folds (f1) are readily identi-
fied in the Edmunds Lake Formation. In the map-area they

have been deformed during a later period of folding (DZ).

This cross folding has produced geometric complications

and may have destroyed some of the fabric resulting from

the first period of deformation. Consequently the plunge

of the f, folds cannot be identified. nor can the movements
J.

which produced these folds. The available dat.a leads only

to the conclusions that the folds are isoclinal.

Second Generation Folds

Folding Mechanism

Considerable evidence is present to suggest that the

second generation fold mechanism was passive s1ip. This

mechanism was described by Donath and Pari<er (1964) as

macroscopically visible slip crossing the boundaries of

layers which exercise little or no control over their own

deformation. This evidence is summarized in the following
statements:

1. The profiles of the folds closely resemble a

similar form.
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2. There is a penetrative foIíation, the mean

orientation of which is paralleI to the axial surface of

the folds and along which discrete displacements of the

layering can be observed under the microscope and. with the

unaided eye.

3. Slickensides (LZ') occur on SZ and crushed

elongated mineral grains and bladed minerals are aligned

parallel to Lr' indicating that S, is a slip surface.

4. Many of the foliated. rocks have a cataclastic
texture in which there are indications that crushed mineral

matter has been transported into the pressure shad_ows of

the larger grains producing augen structures which are

aligned with L2'.

5. The axes of the tZ folds have the same orienta-
tion as the intersection between SZ and the layering (So

and So') .

6. The fold. axes are obliquely inclined to the

slickensides produced during the folding. (In flexural
slip folding they are generally perpendicul-ar to the

slickensides. )

Kinemati-c Directions

The identifícation of passJ-ve slip on S, suggests

that S, is the kinematic a-lo plane of the movements which

produced folds during the second period of deformation.

In passive folding the d.irection of tectonic transport must
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be inclined to the fold axes but need not be perpendicular

to them. This condition is met by the plunging lineations
(LZ and L, ') which are obliquely inclined to the TI axis.

The following evidence indicates that L, (and L2') are

parallel to the apparent direction of tectonic transport in
the plane of SZ or possibly to the true direction of

tectonic transport (kinematic a).

1. The slickensides ("2') define the dírection of

the movement which took place on the foliation (S2).

2. Crushed elongated mineral grains and augen

structures in the cataclastic rocks are alignecl with L2'.

3. Deformed fragments were elongated paralle1 to

L2' or at a small angle Lo Lrt.

Third Generation Folds

Foldinq Mechanism

There is evidence to suggest that during the third
period of deformation the mechanism of folding was flexural

slip. This mechanism was described by Donath and Parker

(1964) as slip restricted by layer boundaries which

exercíse an active control- over their own deformation. In

the Long Lake area kink folds and small concentric folds in

the foliation (S2) $/ere formed by means of flexural slip as

suggested by the following evidence:

1. The axial planes tend to bisect the interlimb

angles of the kink folds, a condition which can exist only
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where the layer thickness is constant.

2. In true kinks the radius of curvature is almost

zero. However, in the f: concentric folds with rounded

hinge areas the radius of curvature often decreases toward

the centre of the fold.

3. The L3 sl-ickensides lie in the plane of SZ and

are generally perpendicular to the axes of the fg folds.

Kinematic Directions

Consistent with the flexural slip mechanism of

folding only the kinematic b direction and the a-c plane

can be defined for the third period of deformation. The

b direction is paralleI to the statistical fold axis v¡hich

is vertical in the map-area. Conseguently, the a-c plane

is horizontal. The azimuth of kinemat,ic a on different
parts of the folds depends on the attitude of the limbs.

The a direction is given by the horizontal slickensides

(Lr). These can be measured on the long limbs of the kínks.
J

Apparently, during the third period of deformation movement

vias horizontal and in an east-west direction on the long

limbs of the kink folds. Local developments of L3 where

kinks are absent suggest that there may have been horizontal

slip movements on SZ even where SZ is not folded.

Deformed Fragments

Orientation Data
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The attitude of deformed fragments can be determined

mosL easily from oriented hand specimens which have been

cut in the following three orthogonal planes:

l. parallel to Srr

2. perPendicular to S, and L, ,

3. perpendicular to S, and parallel Lo Lr.

Three specimens containing smal-l volcanic fragments

and one specimen of volcanic pisolite were sectioned.

specimen 1564 is a volcanic pisolite (map unit lc) from

the Stormy Lake Formation; specimen 1608 was taken from

the volcanic breccia with intermediate and basic fragments

(2a) at the bottom of the Long Lake Formation; specimen

LO}I is from the dacitic breccia (2b) in the middle of the

Long Lake Formation, and specimen L267 contains inter-

mediate and acj-dic fragments (2d) from the top of the

formation.

Fragments and pisoliths have nearly elliptical

sections on all surfaces of the specimens thus indicating

that they are triaxial ellipsoids (Fig. 26). Their

orthogonal dimensional axes, (the 1ong, the intermediate

and the short axes) are designated by a, b and c respec-

tively. The a axes are paralleI to L, (and Lr') and 1ie

in the plane of s2. The b axes are perpendicular to the

a axes and lie in the plane of 52. The c axes are

perpendicular to Sr. This observation agrees with a study

of the deformed pebbles in the San Antonio Formation near



a. Volcanic pisolite, cut
elongation of pisoliths
graph.
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paralIe1 to
from top to

the foliation. Note
bottom of photo-

b.

Figure 26. Volcanic pisolite,
Stormy Lake Formation.

Volcanic pisolite cut,
perpendicular to
foliation and paralle1
to mineral- l-íneation.
Note high elongation
ratios in thís cut.
The Sight.edge of the
specimen is parallel
to the fol-i-ation.

specimen 1564 (map unit lc) ,
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Bissett done by BeIl (f968) and it agrees with the oríenta-

tion data gathered from the ellipsoidal holes presented in
Chapter IV (Fig. 22e). Exceptions to this relationship
occur in some rhyod.acite fragments which are in a matrix

of dacitic tuff. The foliation is curved around such

fragments or it is refracted as it passes through them.

The foliation is generally better developed in basic frag-
ments than in the surroundíng matrix of intermediate compo-

sition. In Specimen l-564 of volcanic pisolite the attitude
and stage of development of the foliation are not affected

by the pisoliths. fn this specimen the deformed pisoliths
always have a tabular and a linear alignments para1le1 to

SZ and L, respectively (Fig. 26).

Dimension Ratios

Dimension ratios of deformed fragments \^/ere studied

on horízontal exposures in the fiel-d and on three orthogonal

planes cut in the oriented hand specimens. True dimension

ratios could be calcul-ated from the data from hand speci-

mens because the dimensj-onal axes of the fragments lie in
the plane of sectioning. Only apparent dimension ratios
(elongatíon ratios) could be calculated from the field
data because horizontal exposures are oblique sections.

However, the elongation ratios from the field data approxi-

mate the b:c ratios calculated from the hand specimens

because Lhe plunge of the fragment lineations is steep.
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Dimension ratios of ten fragments were calculated

and averaged on each surface cut from the four specimens.

As a check of accuracy, average a:b ratios were calculated
from average azc / bzc ratios. The results are show in
Table IV.

Although there is a considerable variation in ratios,
if the a:b ratios are calcul-ated from the other ratios,
there is a significant error only in specimen 160B whicrr

is a thin slab and very small- fragments had to be measured

on surfaces perpendicular to the foliation. The most

accurate data is from specimen 1564, the vol-canic pisolite.
The mean dimension ratios from all sectioned speci-

mens expressed as a:b:c is B:4:1.

fn the course of the mapping at Long Lake the

elongation of fragments exposed on horizontal surfaces was

determined at each fiel-d station where fragments occurred..

The elongation was calculated by averaging the rat,ios of
the horizontal lengths to the horizontal widths of five to
ten fragments. The results are plotted on Map 2 on which

areas with high and low eLongations of fragments are out-

lined for the Long Lake Formation. very lit.tre data coutd

be obtained from the other units. The elongation ranges

from 2:1 to l-6:1. There are belts and lenses of rocks with
highly elongate fragments and lenses with relatively
weakly elongate f ragiments. Both types of zones trend

parallel to the foliation (S2). Along the north shore of



TABLH IV

DÏMENSION RATIOS

Specimen 102I

a:c b:c a:l¡

Specimen 1267

a3c b:c a:c

Specimen 1608

a:c b: c a:b

Specimen L564

a:c b:c a:b

L3.7 4.6

6.s 4.4

17.0 5.0

6 .0 4.3

9.0 4.r

14.0 4.0

10.0 5.8

l_0.0 2.3

10.0 6.0

B.B 4.0

Average:

10.0 4.9 2.L

azc/b=c 2.0

9.0 3.2 2.7

2.8

6.6 4.r r.2

1.6

5.6 5.0 1.8

4.8 4.0 1.9

4.6 2.8 1.5

5 .0 2.5 2.5

9.3 2.8 2.2

4.0 4.0 1.8

4.5 4.0 2.0

6.9 2.4 1.3

6.0 3.5 1.6

7.0 4.0 r.4

5.8 3.2 t-.8

1.8

1.5

1.5

1.6

1.6

3.0

I.7

L.7

2.2

2.2

2.3

12.0 2.0

6 .5 3.0

10.0 3.2

7 .0 2.0

7.3 4.0

12.0 3. B

8.2 4.0

6.0 3.3

9 .0 2.7

12.0 3.6

2.r
2.4

3.3

2.2

2.I

2.5

2.2

4.4

3.3

2.4

6.3 2.6

7.L 5.0

7 .0 6.6

11.0 5.3

5.0 3.7

3.5 2 .5

3.3 4.0

6.2 3.6

11.0 2.5

6.0 5.3

0.5

1.6

L.2

0.8

1.0

2.0

1.0

r.5

1.1

L.4

r'r
È
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Long Lake the eJ-ongation ranges f rom 4: l- to 6 :1 and along

the south shore it ranges from 4:1 to 16:1. A large body

of crystal tuff and tuff breccia in the centre of the Lake

contains only weakly elongate fragments with ratios
ranging from 2:1 to 4zL. The zones with strong elongation

are curved around this body.

Discussion

There is an excellent positive correlation between

the development of the foliation, the dynamic metamorphism

and the distortion of the fragments which suggests that
the elongate shape of the fragments is a result of deforma-

tion. Vrlhere no foliation can be seen the fragments are

almost equidimentional and appear to be undeformed (Fig.

27a). Where SZ and L, are well developed and augen

structure can be seen under the microscope, elongation

ratios between 3;1 and 5:1 are coÍìmon (Fig. 27b) . When

ratios are greater than 6:1 rocks become very fissile and

slickensides appear on 52. In thin sect,ion, flaser
structure is common and chlorite and sericite have good

tabular alignment. Moreover, the long axes of the frag-
ments are parallel to the tectonic lineations, LZ and Lrr

throughout the map-area. Consequently, the elongation of

the fragments is interpreted to be a tectonic feature and

much of the fragment deformation must have taken place

during Dr. Nevertheless, the total strain at Long Lake is



a" l-l
8in

:,80

:_æ

l^ r-lY' 4in

66

c. l-l
3in

Figure 27. a.
breccia as

b.
breccia.

b"
c.

foliation,
d"

foliation.
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CI

Weakly elongate fragments in unfoliated tuff
observed on a horizontal surface.
¡ c. t d. Elongate fragments in foliated tuff

in horizontal section.
in vertical section, parallel to the

with mineral lineation also indicated.
in vertical section, perpendicular to the

It,
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the sum of the D, and D, strain components. Unfortunately,

wherever fragments are common in the map-area, 52 is
parallel to the bedding (So) which is also the axial plane

of the ft ísoclines. There is one exception, j-n the

burned-over area where SZ is nearly orthogonal to So but

the deformed sedimentary intraclasts are elongate paral1e1

to S, and support the conclusion that the major component

of stretching is a result of the DZ deformation (Fig. I6a).
The apparently undistorted fragments in the weakly

foliated rocks in the centre of the. map-area suggest that
the originar shape of some fragments was nearly spherical
(Fig. 27a). However, many fragments may have been tabular
before deformation or they may have been stretched in a

plastic state during the deposition of the tuff (schminke

and Swanson, 1967). Neverthef.ess, where the unit of

volcanic pisolite (Ic) outcrops between Beresford Lake and

Stormy Lake, on the crest of the large double plunging

anticline (r'ig. 1), pisoliths are spherical or weakly

elongate in weakly foliated rocks. Consequently, the

original shape of the pisoliths in the strongly foliated
rocks at Long Lake was probably spherical before deforma-

tion and their present shape j-s interpreted as a tectonic
feature. Even though volcanic fragments and sedimentary

intraclasts may not have been originally spherical, thej-r

present shape and orientation is largely the result of

the D, deformation.



Distribution and

First Period of Deformation

During the D, deformation the bedd.ing was isoclinally
folded but the nature and the distribution of the strain is
obscured by the later deformations.

Second Period of Deformation

The relative displacements and the similar folds in
the layering (so and so') as well as the linear structures
on the foliation (S2) are powerful evidence that a large
component of the D2 strain was nonaffj_ne slip on sz parallel
Lo Lr. The microtextures described in chapters rfr and rv
indicate that the slip took place by cataclasis, recryst.alli-
zation and relative movements between mineral grains.
Resistant grains and competent fragments were partly
crushed and may have been rotated.

Compe'tent fragments \Áiere probably less distorted
than their surrounding matrix. Flowever, many fragments

and especially the pisoliths appear to have been deformed

passively. consequently, their shape and orientation is
interpreted to be rerated to the amount and the type of
strain suffered by the host rock.

The fact that the pisoliths and most of the examined

fragements have a tabular and linear alignment in trre

plane of S, suggests that a significant component of the

DZ strain was extension parallel to L, and shortening

Types of Strain
6B
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perpendicular to sr. crushed mineral- matter deposited in
the pressure shadows of the resistant grains and chloriÈe
and calcite growing in the same sites probably result,ed

from this strain.

Ample evidence has been presented indicating that
during D, the layering was folded by passive stip. This

strain mechanism may represent a second significant
component of the D2 strain contributing to the distortion
of the fragments.

The long axis of fragments creformed by passive slip
must be inclined to the slip surface. Tn the Long Lake

area all- examined fragments were found to be elongated in
the plane of the fol-iation. Therefore fragments were not
deformed simply by passive srip. The avail-able data can

be interpreted as evidence for nonaffine slip on SZ

accompanied by or producing elongation of fragments j-n the
plane of sz with shortening perpendicular to sr. A detailed.
analysis of such a strain model is complex. Fragments may

have responded differently than their surrounding matrix
and do not necessarily reflect the strain of the whole

rock. However, volcanic fragments having a composition

similar to that of the tuff matrix and especially pisoliths
suggest that they \^/ere deformed passively. under this
condition the whole rock woul-d have been elongated
paralle1 to L, and shortened perpendicutar to Sr.

If SZ is considered the kinematic e-b plane during
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the Dz deformation then the direction of tectonic transport
(a) was parallel to Lr. In the more complex strain model

of the whole rock mass a would be inclined to the mean

foliation surface.

An analysis of the horizontal elongation ratios of
the fragments ín the Long Lake Formation suggests that the

amount of D, straín appears to have been controlled by the

distribution of the major lithological units with different
rheological properties. shear zones of rocks with highly
elongate fragments and well developed cataclastic textures
follow the trend of the contact between the Long Lake

Formation and the Edmunds Lake Formation and the trend of
the gabbro sills north of the lake. (See Map 2'). The

large body of crystar tuff interbedded with tuff breccia
may have acted as a resistant block and several shear

zones are curved around it. This large structure is a

large-scale manifestation of the augen strucÈures with
cores of resistant minerals observed under the microscope.

The same phenomenon can be seen on some outcrops where the

fol-iation is curved around competent fragments.

Third Period of Deformation

s lip

slip

L3.

ft has been established that during D, flexural

took place on SZ and that a large component of this

was

The

in a horizontal westerly direction paralle1 to
conjugate geometry of kink zones indicates that
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there was an east-west component of shorteníng. However,

right-hand kinks are better developed than left-hand kinks

and concentric folds and strain-slip cleavage are found

mainly on the northeast trending axial planes. Apparently

there was also a component of external, right-hand rotation.
The development of the joints and the fracture

cleavage is partly related to the tate brittre deformation
(D3). On individual outcrops they often form a conjugaÈe

set which is paralle1 (or perpenclicular) to the kink bands

and the strain-slip cleavage. This is wel-l demonstrated

in Figure 4. However, they strike more consistently north.
An analysis of these brittle fractures involves stress
relationships and is beyond the scope of this thesis.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

At Long Lake Manitoba, the Rice Lake Group can be

divid.ed into three lithorogic units. The arkosic areywa.ckes

and volcanic fl-ows of the stormy Lake Formation occur north

cf the lake and are conformably overlain by the clastic
volcanic rocks of the Long Lake Formation. The quartzoze

greywacke of the Edmunds Lake Formation rests conformably

on the Long Lake Formation. The Rice Lake Group was

ínvaded by intermediate and basic dykes and. sill-s.
Detailed mapping has revealed that the area had a

complex structural history and that the local structures
hiere formed by cross folding. An analysis of styles of
folding and orientation of s-surfaces and rineations indi-
cates that there were two major phases and one minor phase

of deformatíon.

During the first period of deformation the Edmund.s

Lake greyh/acke was folded into a series of isoclinal folds
that presently trend west or northwest and are ove::turned

towards the southwest. These structures may be parasitic
folds on the southwest flank of the large double-plunging

anticline northwest of Long Lake (Fig. 1). Floweverr rlc

first generation axial planes were identified. in the cent,ral

and northern parts of the map-area.
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Basic and intermediate cykes and. sills and quartz
veins were intruded before the second deformational event.

During the seco^d period of deformation the first
generati-on folos were vrarped into an open Z-shaped fold
pair in the burned-over area south of Long Lake. Ir{inor

similar folds were produced. in the Edmunds Lake Formation
and veins were folded throughout thre entire rnap-area" The

axiar planes of these folds strike west and dip steeply to
the north. The plunge of their fold axes is varíabte but
there is a strong preference for fords in the bedding that
plunge at about 50o to the east. stereograms indicate that
all bedd.ing was folded about this axis

The mechanism of folding during thie second period of
deformation was passi,ve slip on.the regional foliation.
Bedding served as passive marker in the Edmunds Lake Forma-

tion but it is par:a1le1 to the foriation in the Long Lake

Formation and, because of its orientation, may have been

active there.

There is a set of plunging slickensides and mineral
rineations which are in the plane of the foliation and

pitch about 600 to the east in the southern part of the
map-area and about 70o to the west in the northern part of
the area. These l-ineations are interpreteo to be parattel
to the cirection of tectonic transport of that component

of second generation strain which lies in the foliation and

which caused passive folding of the bedding.
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Elongate fragments have a planar and linear align-
ment parallel to the foliation and the plunging líneations
respectively. This shape and orientation is interpreted to
have a tectonic origin inciicating that there was another

component of second generation strain which is expressed as

elongation parallel to the steeply plunging rineations anci

north-south shortening, perpendicurar to the foliation.
The amount of second generation strain was control-led

by the distribution of ccmpetent and incompetent lithologi-
cal units. For example, a large body of crysta.l tuff in
the centre of the niap-area has undergone less deformation

than the adjacent rocks.

During the seconcì period of deformation the rocks at
Long Lake have suffered dynamic anci retrogressive rneta-

morphism. The earlier,metamorphism of the greenschist

facies is suggested b,y unstable biotite in the Edmunds

Lake Formation. The retrogression is indicated by sericite,
chlorite and calcite which gre\^z parallel to the long axes

of the deformed fragments.

Tn the third period of deformation the regional

foliation was kink folded. Smal1 concentric fol_dsr âÍr

axial plane strain-slip cleavage and a fracture cleavage

developed during the kínking. The mechanism of folding was

flexural slip and the direction of tect,onic transport was

nearly horizontal.
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